Design of HIV protease inhibitors targeting protein backbone: an effective strategy for combating drug resistance.
The discovery of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) protease inhibitors (PIs) and their utilization in highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) have been a major turning point in the management of HIV/acquired immune-deficiency syndrome (AIDS). However, despite the successes in disease management and the decrease of HIV/AIDS-related mortality, several drawbacks continue to hamper first-generation protease inhibitor therapies. The rapid emergence of drug resistance has become the most urgent concern because it renders current treatments ineffective and therefore compels the scientific community to continue efforts in the design of inhibitors that can efficiently combat drug resistance. The present line of research focuses on the presumption that an inhibitor that can maximize interactions in the HIV-1 protease active site, particularly with the enzyme backbone atoms, will likely retain these interactions with mutant enzymes. Our structure-based design of HIV PIs specifically targeting the protein backbone has led to exceedingly potent inhibitors with superb resistance profiles. We initially introduced new structural templates, particulary nonpeptidic conformationally constrained P 2 ligands that would efficiently mimic peptide binding in the S 2 subsite of the protease and provide enhanced bioavailability to the inhibitor. Cyclic ether derived ligands appeared as privileged structural features and allowed us to obtain a series of potent PIs. Following our structure-based design approach, we developed a high-affinity 3( R),3a( R),6a( R)-bis-tetrahydrofuranylurethane (bis-THF) ligand that maximizes hydrogen bonding and hyrophobic interactions in the protease S 2 subsite. Combination of this ligand with a range of different isosteres led to a series of exceedingly potent inhibitors. Darunavir, initially TMC-114, which combines the bis-THF ligand with a sulfonamide isostere, directly resulted from this line of research. This inhibitor displayed unprecedented enzyme inhibitory potency ( K i = 16 pM) and antiviral activity (IC 90 = 4.1 nM). Most importantly, it consistently retained is potency against highly drug-resistant HIV strains. Darunavir's IC 50 remained in the low nanomolar range against highly mutated HIV strains that displayed resistance to most available PIs. Our detailed crystal structure analyses of darunavir-bound protease complexes clearly demonstrated extensive hydrogen bonding between the inhibitor and the protease backbone. Most strikingly, these analyses provided ample evidence of the unique contribution of the bis-THF as a P 2-ligand. With numerous hydrogen bonds, bis-THF was shown to closely and tightly bind to the backbone atoms of the S 2 subsite of the protease. Such tight interactions were consistently observed with mutant proteases and might therefore account for the unusually high resistance profile of darunavir. Optimization attempts of the backbone binding in other subsites of the enzyme, through rational modifications of the isostere or tailor made P 2 ligands, led to equally impressive inhibitors with excellent resistance profiles. The concept of targeting the protein backbone in current structure-based drug design may offer a reliable strategy for combating drug resistance.